Trane® Building Performance

Insights that drive business outcomes

Trane Building Performance analyzes data and equipment behavior in the context of the overall system to see what’s happening in your building, unleashing the power of building data to uncover hidden information and opportunities for improvement.

With ongoing analysis and recommended actions for improvement from Trane building professionals and experienced energy engineers, get proactive, data-driven insights and solutions to help keep your building running optimally.

Getting started

A thorough, system-wide initial assessment provides a better picture of where your building is today. Based on this assessment, Trane building professionals provide recommendations for improvements that can be made and where your building can better meet your business goals.

Continuous improvement

After the initial assessment, Trane building professionals follow up with consultation and regular reports that identify building inefficiencies and recommended actions for improvement. This provides continued visibility into your building and its systems, so you can identify and fix deficient systems and keep the building running optimally.
Data drives insight

Trane building professionals provide recommended actions based on data about the overall building system and targeted to meet your budget and business goals.

Data transformed into intelligence and support from Trane helps you:

- Easily identify inefficient HVAC systems or subsystems
- Stop wasting money by reducing operational costs and energy consumption
- Uncover hidden opportunities for improvement, to optimize building performance
- Ensure continued efficient performance and identify additional gains with ongoing analysis, to make the most of your limited utility budget
- Focus service work and system optimization activities for impactful improvements, to make better use of your resources
- Optimize the runtime of HVAC equipment to reduce wear and tear, and spend less to run it
- Track energy and operational savings from improved building performance with ongoing reporting

Expertise and support from the Trane team

With Building Performance, you get the innovative technology of Trane and the deep industry expertise of Trane building professionals, to help optimize your building and continue to identify further gains with ongoing support and consultation.

During the initial assessment phase, Trane provides an in-depth report documenting your building systems performance, identifying the best opportunities for improvement. On-going Building Performance Reports then highlight additional opportunities to save energy or improve comfort.